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Abstract
The HOPI index, a connectionindex for XML documents
based on the concept of a 2–hopcover, provides space– and
time–efﬁcient reachability tests along the ancestor, descen-
dant, and link axes to support path expressions with wild-
cards in XML search engines.
This paper presents enhanced algorithms for building
HOPI, shows how to augment the index with distance infor-
mation, and discusses incremental index maintenance. Our
experiments show substantial improvements over the exist-
ing divide-and-conquer algorithm for index creation, low
space overhead for including distance information in the
index, and efﬁcient updates.
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
For efﬁcient evaluation of path queries on XML data
(i.e., // conditions in XPath) appropriate index struc-
tures are called for such as DataGuides [13] and its
many variants. However, prior work has mostly fo-
cused on index structures for path queries without wild-
cards, with poor performance for wildcard queries, and has
not paid much attention to intra- or inter-document links
(XPointer,XLink,ID/IDREF). In contrast, the HOPI index
[26], which is based on the 2–hop cover of a graph [7], has
been judiciously designed to handle path expressions over
arbitrary graphs (i.e., not merely trees or tree-like DAGs)
and to support the efﬁcient evaluation of path queries with
wildcards.
The work in [26] did, however, leave several key is-
sues open,regardingincrementalupdatesto indexesand the
support of ranked retrieval of XML documents. HOPI is
very space-efﬁcient, representing all transitive connections
inless thanten percentof thespace thana materializedtran-
sitiveclosurewouldneed. However,thismakesupdateslike
insertion or deletions of new XML documents, elements,
andlinksmorechallenging. Inthe currentpaperwe develop
an efﬁcient solution to these update operations that can be
applied to a large fraction of updates. As for ranked re-
trieval, the need for approximate, similarity-driven, search
on heterogeneous or non-schematic XML collections (e.g.,
in largeintranets)hasmotivatedvariousapproachesto com-
bining IR-style scoring and ranking techniqueswith XPath-
style querying [1, 9, 11, 15, 28], including our own XXL
search engine [27, 29, 30]. One aspect of such scoring is
to take into account the link distance between elements that
are considered as matches to subqueries. In this paper, we
extend the HOPI index to support fast retrieval of XML ele-
ments together with their distance, as an important building
block for ranked retrieval of XML documents.
In addition to addressing the above two key issues, this
paper also reconsiders the efﬁcient bulk construction of
XML connection indexes. This is an important issue be-
cause of the need for 24x7 availability in virtually all appli-
cations (e.g., in business portals or intranet search engines)
so that indexes need to be built without interruptingthe ser-
vice of queries. It matters whether an index can be built
within an hour in a backgroundprocess with small memory
consumptionand little interferencewith concurrentqueries,
or whether this takes a full day with high memory demand
and adverse effects on the performanceof the regular work-
load. The index build procedures developed in [26] pro-
vided a reasonably efﬁcient solution using a graph parti-
tioning approach with subsequent joining of partition-wise
two-hop covers. The current paper signiﬁcantly improves
this method by using more intelligent techniques for form-
ing partitions, choosing so-called center nodes for the two-
hop cover computations, and joining the resulting covers.
1.2 Related Work
PathindexstructuresforefﬁcientlyevaluatingXMLpath
queries have been intensively studied in the literature. The
most efﬁcient path indexes use encoding schemes for trees
(e.g., [14, 34]), but are inherently limited to tree-structured
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support collections with links, e.g. APEX [5], the Index
Deﬁnition Scheme [18], the D(k) Index [23], and the M(k)
Index [16], but they typically cannot efﬁciently support
ﬁndingdescendantsfor arbitrary queries, even thoughsome
of them can be tuned for frequently occuring queries. Most
of the indexes can be augmented with distance information,
but the papers do not explicitly deal with this issue as these
indexeswerenotdesignedforXMLretrievalsystemswhere
distance plays an important role. The FliX framework [25]
has been designed for that purpose; it uses existing index
structures, among them HOPI [26], as building blocks.
The issue of maintaining path indexes has recently been
discussed for the A(k) and 1-index [33]. Update-friendly
index structures for tree-structured data are presented in [4,
8, 10, 17, 22, 32].
Besides our own work in [26], Sayed and Unland [24]
also use the concept of a 2–hop cover to index connections
in XML documents, but they do not cover the issues dis-
cussed in this paper.
1.3 Contributions and Outline
This paper extends the existing HOPI index in the fol-
lowing important aspects:
• We introduce a new, structurally recursive algorithm
forjoiningpartitioncoversthat highlyreducesthe time
needed to join the covers.
• We present a new algorithm for partitioning the
document-level graph that takes the size of the tran-
sitive closure into account.
• We show how to augment HOPI with distance infor-
mation and how the building process has to be modi-
ﬁed to efﬁciently create such an augmented index.
• We give algorithmsfor incrementalindexmaintenance
under insertions and deletions of documents, elements
or edges.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 in-
troduces our formal model. Section 3 shortly reviews the
HOPI index. Section 4 presents a new algorithm for efﬁ-
cient index creation. Section 5 shows how to augment the
index with distance information. Section 6 discusses algo-
rithms for incremental index maintenance. Section 7 exper-
imentally evaluates our results.
2 Formal Model and Notation
For an XML document d, we consider the element-level
tree TE(d)=( VE(d),E 
E(d)) where the vertex set VE(d)
consists of all elements of d and the edge set represents
all parent-child relationships between elements in d.A d -
ditionally, we maintain the set LI(d) ⊂ VE(d) × VE(d) of
all intra-document links within d.T h eelement-level graph
GE(d)=( VE(d),E E(d)) has the same node set as the
tree, but its edge set is extended by the intra-links, i.e.,
EE(d)=E 
E(d) ∪ LI(d).
A collection X =( D,L) of XML documents consists of
as e tD = {d1,...,dn} of documentstogetherwith the set L
of inter-document links between documentsin D, i.e., pairs
ofelementsfromdifferentdocumentsthatare connectedvia
alink. We denotewithL(X): =L∪

d∈D LI(D) thesetof
all links in the collection X.AsubcollectionX  =( D ,L  )
ofa collectionX =( D,L) consistsof a subsetD  ofD and
the subset L  of the links from L between documentsin D .
In this paper, we denote the collection of XML documents
known to the search engine as X =( D,L).
The element-level graph GE(X)=( VE(X),E E(X))
for a collection X =( D,L) of XML documentshas as ver-
tex set the unionof the elementsof the documentsin D,a n d
as edge set the union of the edge sets of the element-level
graphs for the documents plus the set L of inter-document
links (see Fig. 1, ignoring the node labels for now). The
document mapping function doc : VE(X) → D for a col-
lection X =( D,L) maps vertices of the element-level
graph of the collection to the document they originate in.
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Figure 1. Element-level graph for a collection
of three XML documents. Dashed lines de-
note document boundaries, thin arrows denote
parent-child edges, strong arrows denote inter-
document links, dashed arrows denote intra-
document links. For vertices u and v, two-hop
labels are shown (see Section 3).
In addition to the element-level graph, we maintain the
document-level graph GD(X)=( D,ED(X)) with the
documents as vertices and an edge (di,d j) if there is a link
(v,w) ∈ L such that doc(v)=di and doc(w)=dj.A
weight function w assigns weights (real numbers greater or
equal to 0) to both vertices and edges.
Given a collection X =( D,L),apartition Pi =
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L | doc(u) ∈ Di ∧ doc(v) ∈ Di}.A partitioning
P(X)=( {P1,...,Pm},L P) of X is a set of disjoint parti-
tions of X together with a set of links, such that ∪Di = D, 
Li∪LP = L,a n dLP is disjoint with every Li.T h epar-
tition map part : D →{ P1,...,Pm} maps each document
to its corresponding partition.
Note that this model disregards the ordering of an ele-
ment’s children and the possible ordering of multiple links
that originate from the same element. The rationale for
this abstraction is that we primarily address schema-less or
highly heterogeneous collections of XML documents. In
such a context, it is extremely unlikely that application pro-
grammers request accesss to the second author of the ﬁfth
reference and the like, simply because they do not have
enough information about how to interpret the ordering of
elements.
3 Foundations of HOPI
3.1 Two-Hop Covers
A 2–hop cover of a graph G =( V,E) is a compact
representation of connections in the graph that has been
developed by Cohen et al. [7]. Let C(G)=( V,T(G))
the reﬂexive and transitive closure of G, i.e., T(G)=
{(x,y)|there is a path from x to y in G} is the set of all
connections in G. For each such connection (x,y) in G
(i.e., (x,y) ∈ T), we choose a node w on a path from x to
y as a so-called center node and add w to a set Lout(x) of
descendantsof x a n dt oas e tLin(y) of ancestorsof y.N o w
we can test efﬁciently if two nodes u and v are connected
by a path in G by checking if Lout(u)∩Lin(v)=∅.T h e r e
is a path fromu to v iff Lout(u)∩Lin(v)  = ∅; and this con-
nection from u to v is given by a ﬁrst hop from u to some
w ∈ Lout(u)∩Lin(v) and a second hop from w to v, hence
the name of the method.
As an example consider the nodes u and v and their sets
Lin and Lout shown in Figure 1. There is a path from u to
v, because Lout(u) ∩ Lin(v)={5} is not empty.
For a node x, we say that L(x)=( Lin(x),L out(x)) is
the two-hop label or short label of x.A two-hop cover of
G is a set of two-hop labels for each node in G that covers
the connections in G, i.e., for each edge (x,y) ∈ T(G),
Lout(x)∩Lin(y)  = ∅. We denotethetwo-hopcoverasL =
(Lin,L out). We deﬁne the size of a two-hop cover as the
sum ofthe sizes of all nodelabels: |L| =

v∈V (|Lin(v)|+
|Lout(v)|).
3.2 Building a Two-Hop Cover
Computing an optimal 2–hop cover (i.e., a cover whose
size is minimal among all two-hop covers) is an NP–hard
problem. However, Cohen et al. introduce an approx-
imation algorithm that we shortly review here. The in-
put to the algorithm is the reﬂexive and transitive closure
C(G)=( V,T(G)) of a graph G =( V,E); for simplicity,
we simply write C instead of C(G) and T for T(G) in the
remainder of this section.
For a node w ∈ V , Cin(w)={v ∈ V |(v,w) ∈ T}
denotes the set of ancestors of w in G, Cout(w)={v ∈
V |(w,v) ∈ T} the set of descendantsof w. For subsets C 
in
of Cin(w) and C 
out of Cout(w),t h es e t
S(C 
in,w,C 
out)={(u,v) ∈ T|u ∈ C 
in and v ∈ C 
out}
denotes the set of paths in G from nodes in C 
in to nodes in
C 
out that contain w. We say that w is the center of the set
S(C 
in,w,C 
out).
The algorithm incrementally builds a two-hop cover,
starting with an empty set L of labels for each node. It
maintains the set T of yet uncovered connections which is
initialized with T. In each iteration, the algorithm picks a
node w, C 
in ⊆ Cin(w) and C 
out ⊆ Cout(w) and updates
the cover as follows:
for all u ∈ C 
in(w):Lout(u): =Lout(u) ∪{ w}
for all v ∈ C 
out(w):Lin(v): =Lin(v) ∪{ w}
Then S(C 
in(w),w,C 
out(w)) is removed from the set T  
of uncovered connections and the iteration continues until
T   = ∅, i.e., L is a two-hop cover for T.
To decide which node to pick in order to arrive at a cover
with a small size, we consider for a node w and C 
in and
C 
out as above the set S(C 
in,w,C 
out)∩T   that contains all
paths in G from nodes in C 
in to nodes in C 
out that contain
w and are not yet covered. The ratio
r(w)= m a x
C 
in⊆Cin(w)
C 
out⊆Cout(w)
|S(C 
in,w,C 
out) ∩ T  |
|C 
in| + |C 
out|
then describes the optimal relation between the number of
connections via w that are not yet covered and the total
number of nodes that lie on such connections. If we choose
w with the highestr(w) amongallnodes, we haveto update
the labels of only a small set of nodes while covering many
of the uncovered connections, thus we get the most beneﬁt
for the increase in the size of L .
The problem of ﬁnding the sets C 
in,C 
out for a given
node w ∈ V that maximizes the quotient r(w) is equivalent
to the problem of ﬁnding the densest subgraph of the so-
called center graph of w. This undirected bipartite graph
CGw =( Vw,E w) containstwo nodesvin and vout for each
node v ∈ V of the original graph. There is an undirected
edge (uout,v in) ∈ Ew if (u,v) ∈ T   is a not yet covered
connection, u ∈ Cin(w),a n dv ∈ Cout(w). All isolated
nodes are removed from Vw.
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w =( V  
w,E 
w) is
the average degree (i.e., number of incoming and outgoing
edges) of its nodes (δw = |E 
w|/|V  
w|), and the densest sub-
graph of Gw is the subgraph with the highest density. It can
be computed by a linear-time 2–approximation algorithm
which iteratively removes a node of minimum degree from
the graph. This generatesa sequence of subgraphsand their
densities, the algorithm returns the subgraph with the high-
est density.
The algorithm for computing a 2-hop cover chooses in
each step the node w whose centergraph has the subgraph
G 
w with highest density among all nodes in V .F r o mG 
w,
the sets C 
in and C 
out are derived and used for updating the
cover.
In addition to this basic algorithm from Cohen et al., we
proposedin [26] some extensionsthat drastically reducethe
runtime for the algorithm (without, however, reducing its
theoretical complexity). Our ﬁrst extension aimed at reduc-
ing the number of computations of densest subgraphs. It is
easy to see that the density of the densest subgraphof a cen-
tergraphwill not increase if some connectionsare removed.
We therefore precomputethe density δw of the densest sub-
graph of the center graph of each node w of the graph G
when the algorithm starts and insert each node w in a pri-
ority queue with δw as priority. In each step, we extract the
node with highest priority from the queue and check if its
density is still correct; if not, we push it back with the new
density and extract the next node. We repeat this until we
ﬁnd a node with correct density which is then used to up-
date the cover. Using this queue, we have to recompute the
densest subgraphs for only few instead of all nodes.
As we also showed that the initial center graphs are al-
ways their own densest subgraph, we do not have to explic-
itly compute the initial densest subgraph of each node, but
can immediately use the density of the inital center graphs.
This saves some time for precomputation.
3.3 Divide-and-Conquer Algorithm for Index
Building
Since materializing the transitive closure as the input of
the 2–hop-cover computation can be very critical in terms
of memoryconsumption,we proposedin [26] a divide-and-
conquer technique based on a partitioning of the document-
level graph for the collection X. Our technique works in
three steps:
(1) It computes a partitioning P =( {P1,...,Pm},L P)
ofGD(X) such that the size of the transitiveclosureof each
partition can be computed in-memory.
(2)Itcomputesthetransitiveclosureandthe2–hopcover
foreachpartitionandstoresthe2–hopcoverinthedatabase.
(3) It merges the partition coversby adding cover entries
u v a d
Figure 2. Integrating the link u → v into the
cover. Node v serves as a center node for all
newly created connections, so it is added to Lout
of u, all ancestors a of u in the current cover, and
v itself, and to Lin of v and all descendants d of
v in the current cover.
forlinksbetweendocumentsin differentpartitions,yielding
a 2–hop cover for the entire graph.
To build the partitioning, the weight of a node di ∈
VD(X) is set to the number of elements of di,a n dt h e
weight of an edge (di,d k) ∈ ED(X) is set to the number
of links from di to dk. We limit the number of nodes such
that the transitive closure of each partition can be carried
out in-memory by conservatively limiting the sum of node
weights within a single partition and minimizing the weight
of cross-partition edges.
To connect the partition covers, we start with the
(component-wise) union L of the partition covers and it-
erate through the cross-partition links. For each such link
u → v, we choose v as center node for all newly created
connectionsfrom the ancestors of u (including u) to the de-
scendantsof v (includingv) (see Fig. 2) and extend L in the
following way: We add v to Lout of u, all ancestors a of
u in the current cover, and v itself, and add v to Lin of v
and all descendants d of v in the current cover. Here, an-
cestors and descendants are computed using the cover that
was computedsofar. Thisincrementalalgorithmeventually
creates a cover that reﬂects all connections in GE(X).
3.4 Database-Backed Implementation
As we aim at very large, dynamic XML collections, we
implemented HOPI as a database-backed index structure,
by storing the 2–hop cover in database tables and running
SQL queries against these tables to evaluate queries. We
need two tables LIN and LOUT that capture Lin and Lout:
CREATE TABLE LIN(ID NUMBER(10),
INID NUMBER(10));
CREATE TABLE LOUT(ID NUMBER(10),
OUTID NUMBER(10));
Here, ID stores the ID of the node and INID/OUTID store
the node’slabel, with oneentryin LIN/LOUTfor eachentry
in the node’s correspondingLin/Lout sets. To minimize the
number of entries, we do not store the node itself as INID
or OUTID values.
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indexesare builton bothtables: a forward index on the con-
catentationof ID and INID for LIN and on the concatenta-
tion of ID and OUTID for LOUT,a n dabackward index on
the concatentationof INID and ID forLIN and onthe con-
catentationofOUTIDandIDforLOUT.Inourimplementa-
tion,westorebothLINandLOUTasindex-organizedtables
in Oracle sorted in the order of the forwardindex, so the ad-
ditional backward index doubles the disk space needed for
storing the tables.
To test iftwo nodesidentiﬁedbytheirIDvaluesID1and
ID2 are connected, the following SQL statement would be
usedif we storedthe completenodelabels(i.e., did notomit
the nodes themselves from the stored Lin and Lout labels):
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM LIN, LOUT
WHERE LOUT.ID=ID1 AND LIN.ID=ID2
AND LOUT.OUTID=LIN.INID
This query performs the intersection of the Lout set of the
ﬁrstnodewiththeLin setofthesecondnode. Wheneverthe
queryreturnsa non-zerovalue, the nodesare connected. As
we do not store the node itself in its label, the system exe-
cutes some simple additional queries (see [26] for details);
for ease of presentation, we do not mention these additional
queries here. Similar queries are used to ﬁnd descendants
or ancestors of a ﬁxed node.
4 Efﬁcient Index Creation
The original implementation of HOPI as presented in
[26] already gives very good results in terms of compres-
sion of the transitive closure, but the time needed to build
the index is a signiﬁcant cost. In this section we present
enhancements of HOPI’s original divide-and-conqueralgo-
rithm for index building, namely (1) a structurally recursive
algorithmforjoiningpartitioncovers,(2)a link-awarealgo-
rithm for preselecting center nodes, and (3) some enhance-
ments to the partitioning process.
4.1 Efﬁciently Joining Partition Covers
The main reason for the largetime neededto build HOPI
is the incremental algorithm to join partition covers. In this
section, we propose a new, structurally recursive algorithm
for joining partition covers that builds a new graph consist-
ingessentiallyofthecross-partitionlinksandcomputesa2–
hop cover for this graph. The resulting cover is then joined
with the partition covers into the ﬁnal cover. The graph
that is built by this algorithm is the so-called partition-level
skeleton graph (PSG) (see Fig. 3):
Deﬁnition 1 (Partition-Level Skeleton Graph). Given
a partitioning P =( {P1,...,Pm},L P) of a collection
X =( D,L) of XML documents, the partition-level skele-
ton graph (PSG) S(P)=( VS(P),E S(P)) consists of the
set VS(P) of nodes that are sources or targets of a link in
LP. Its set of edges ES(X) consists of the set LP of links
plus additional edges that represent connections of link tar-
gets and sources within the same partition.
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Figure3.Partitioning(left)andcorresponding
PSG (right)forthe element-level graph shown
in Figure 1. In the partitioning, dark arrows rep-
resent cross-partition links; in the PSG, solid ar-
rows represent cross-partition links, dashed ar-
rows represent connections between link targets
and sources within the same partition.
The new algorithm for building a 2–hop cover starts by
building a partitioning P =( {P1,...,Pm},L P) such that
the transitive closure for each partition ﬁts into main mem-
ory. We then build, for each partition Pi, a corresponding
2–hop cover Hi (all these computations can be done con-
currently). Next we construct the partition-level skeleton
graph S(P) and build a 2–hop cover H =( Hin,H out) for
it by recursively applying the algorithm; this may include
partitioning the PSG. From this cover, we compute a sup-
plementarycover ˆ H bycopyingentriesfromH to partition-
level ancestorsand descendantsofthe nodesin S(P).M o r e
detailed, we start with an empty cover ˆ H and set
• for eachlink source s ∈ VS(P), ˆ Hout(a)= ˆ Hout(a)∪
Hout(s) for each ancestor a of s in partition part(s),
and
• for each link target t ∈ VS(P), ˆ Hin(d)= ˆ Hin(d) ∪
Hin(t) for each descendant d of t in partition part(t).
Here, ancestors and descendants are computed using the
covers Hi for the partitions. Then, the (component-wise)
unionoftheHi, H,and ˆ H formsa2–hopcoverforGE(X).
The following theorem shows the correctness of this algo-
rithm:
Theorem 1. The 2–hopcover L formed by unifying the H i,
H, and ˆ H is a 2–hop cover for GE(X).
Proof. We have to show that i) all connections in GE(X)
are covered, and ii) the cover does not reﬂect nonexisting
connections.
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If u and v are from the same partition, this connection is
coveredbythepartitioncover. Iftheyarefromdifferentpar-
titions, we follow an arbitrary path u = x0,x 1,...,xn = v
from u to v in GE(X) and consider the node xi where the
path leaves u’s partition for the ﬁrst time (i.e., part(xi)=
part(u), but part(xi+1)  = part(u)) and the node xk
where the path ﬁnally enters v’s partition (i.e., part(xk)=
part(v)), see Fig. 4. Both xi and xk are nodes in the PSG,
and we can construct a path from xi to xk in the PSG,
hence they are connected, so Hout(xi) ∩ Hin(xk)  = ∅.
Now u is an ancestor of xi in u’s partition and v is a
descendant of xk in v’s partition, so by construction of
L, Lout(u) ⊇ Hout(xi) and Lin(v) ⊇ Hin(xk), hence
Lout(u) ∩ Lin(v)  = ∅ and L covers the connection (u,v).
A similar argumentcan be applied if one or both of u and v
are on the partition border.
(ii) Assume that there are u,v ∈ VE(X) such that
Lout(u) ∩ Lin(v)  = ∅, but there is no path from u to v in
GE(X); select any c ∈ Lout(u) ∩ Lin(v).N o wLout(u) is
the union of Hout(u),H
part(u)
out (u),a n d ˆ Hout(u).A st h eﬁ r s t
two are part of valid 2–hop covers, there is always a path
from u to c if c is containedin one of them. If c is contained
in ˆ Hout(u), there is a link source s such that u →∗ s in u’s
partition and u →∗ c in the partition-level skeleton graph
S(P), hence by construction of S(P) there is a path from u
to c in GE(X). By the same argument, there is a path from
c to v, so the assumption that u and v are unconnectedmust
be wrong.
u xi xk v
Figure 4. Illustration for the proof of Theorem
1. u and xi are in one partition, xk and v are in
another partition, and there is a path u →∗ xi →∗
xk →∗ v.
From the proof of Theorem 1 it is evident that, instead
of considering a cover for the complete PSG, it is sufﬁcient
to consider only connections between sources and targets
of cross-partition links. (Remember that we reduced an ar-
bitrary connection between two nodes to a connection be-
tween a link source and a link target.) Such a cover is typ-
ically smaller than the cover H. We consider the following
cover ¯ H that uses targets of cross-links as center nodes:
• for all link sources s ∈ VS(P), ¯ Hout(s): ={t | t ∈
VS(P) link target and s →∗ t in S(P)}
• for all link targets t ∈ VS(P), ¯ Hin(t): ={t}
I ti se a s yt os h o wt h a t ¯ H is a cover for the set of connec-
tions fromlink sources to link targetsin S(P). Eventhough
this cover may not be the smallest one, it can be computed
quicklyfromthePSG usingan adaptedtransitiveclosureal-
gorithm. If the PSG is too large, we partition it into several
partitions, making sure that (1) we can compute the partial
cover for each partition in memory, and (2) every edge be-
tween two partitions starts at a link target in the original
PSG and ends at a link source (by moving nodes between
partitions until this property holds). The partition covers
are then connected by, for each cross-partition edge (t,s),
adding ¯ Hout(s) to ¯ Hout(a) for each ancestor a of t that is a
link source.
The following corollary summarizes our new algorithm
for joining partition covers:
Corollary 1. The 2–hop cover L formed by unifying the
Hi, ¯ H, and ˆ H is a 2–hop cover for GE(X).
4.2 Selection of Center Nodes
When computing the cover for a single partition, HOPI
considers only intra-partition edges when choosing center
nodes. However, the partition covers will be joined after-
wards, and both the existing algorithm for joining the cov-
ers(seeSection3.3)andthenewalgorithm(seeSection4.1)
use link targets as center nodes. It may therefore be useful
to consider link targets as center nodes when building parti-
tion covers, before starting the normal cover building. Our
new algorithm maintains a separate list that contains only
link targets. It then creates cover entries for all connections
forwhichthelinktargetscanbecenternodes,removesthem
from the transitive closure, and computes cover entries for
the remaining connection. This helps to reduce the size of
the ﬁnal cover, as there are fewer redundant entries.
4.3 Building the Initial Partitioning
When building the initial partitioning, HOPI’s random-
ized partitioner conservatively limits the number of nodes
in the partition such that the transitive closure of the par-
tition is small enough to ﬁt into memory. This misses
opportunities as it completely ignores the structure of the
graph,yieldingpartitionsthataretoosmallmostofthetime.
Ournewalgorithmthereforecomputes,whileincrementally
building the partition, the transitive closure of the partition
and continues with the next partition when the transitive
closure is as large as the available memory. This allows
much more connections to be covered by the partition cov-
ers andreducesthe numberof cross-partitionlinks, yielding
a smaller overall cover.
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edge weights may not be perfect. HOPI uses the number of
links between documents as edge weight for partitioning. It
maybe better to determinehow manyconnectionsare made
using a link (by counting the number of ancestors A of the
link source and the number of descendants D of the link
target and then using either A∗D or A+D as edge weight;
here, A ∗ D corresponds to the number of connections over
this link, and A + D corresponds to the number of nodes
connectedoverthis link. Thisgivesmoreweight to edgesin
the ”center” of the graph, which may reduce the additional
center nodes introduced when joining the partition covers.
To compute the number of ancestors and descendants, we
make use of the skeleton graph S(X) that has as nodes el-
ements that are sources or targets of inter-document links.
Its edges are the links and, for each link target u, an edge to
each link source v in the same document, provided u and v
are connected within that document.
Deﬁnition 2 (Skeleton Graph). Given the element-level
graph GE(X)=( VE(X),E E(X)) for a collection X =
({d1,...,d n},L) of XML documents, the Skeleton Graph
S(X)=( VS(X),E S(X)) consists of the set VS(X): =
V S
S (X)∪V T
S (X) of nodeswhere V S
S (X): ={v ∈ VE(X) |
(v,x) ∈ L(X)} is the set of link sources and V T
S (X): =
{v ∈ VE(X) | (x,v) ∈ L(X)} is the set of link targets.
Its set of edges ES(X): =L(X) ∪{ (v,x) ∈ V T
S (X) ×
V S
S (X) | doc(v)=doc(x) and v →∗ x in TE(doc(v))}
consists of the set L(X) of links plus additional edges
that represent connections of link targets with link sources
within the same element-level tree.
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Figure 5. Skeleton graph for the element-
level graph shown in Figure 1. Solid arrows
correspond to links, dashed arrows to connec-
tions of link targets and sources within the same
element-level tree. Each node is annotated with
its number of ancestors and descendants in the
element-level tree of its document.
We annotate each node x in S(X) with its numberof an-
cestorsanc(x) and descendantsdesc(x) within the element-
level tree of its document (see Fig. 5); this can be easily de-
rivedif we maintainpre- andpostordervaluesforeach node
until we have built the HOPI index. The (approximated)
number of ancestors and descendants of each node can then
be computed by a breadth-ﬁrst traversal of S(X) starting
at each node: Whenever the traversal starting at node x tra-
versesalong cross-documentlink (u,v), the overallnumber
ofdescendantsD(x) ofxisincreasedbydesc(v); whenever
a link (u,v) to a link source is traversed, the overallnumber
of ancestors A(v) of v is increased by anc(x).A s S(X)
may contain long paths, the computation is limited to paths
of a certain length, hence the resulting numbers are only
approximates of the real numbers.
5 Reﬂecting Distance Information
5.1 Representing Distance in the Database
Lookups on connection lengths and queries for limited-
length paths between nodes with certain tags are impor-
tant in the context of our XXL search engine for ranking
results of information-retrieval-style queries, e.g., of the
kind //∼book//author. For such queries, the rank-
ing of entire XML paths may take into consideration not
only the similarity of the data tags to the ones in the query
(e.g., the ontological similarity of book to monography
or publication) but also the length of the connections
between qualifyingelements. For example, a path where an
author element is found far away from a book element
should be ranked lower than an author that is a child or
grandchild of a book.
To enable ranking of results by distance, we addition-
ally store distance informationwith the node labels, i.e., the
minimal number of edges that some ancestor or descendant
node is away from a center node. This information can be
included in the 2-hop cover by adding the distance to the
center node. We store this distance in the LIN and LOUT
tables as an additional attribute DIST. Then, to test how
long the shortest path between two nodeswith IDs ID1 and
ID2 is, we run the SQL query
SELECT MIN(LOUT.DIST + LIN.DIST) AS B
FROM LIN, LOUT WHERE LOUT.ID=ID1
AND LIN.ID=ID2 AND LOUT.OUTID=LIN.INID
Note that the minimum operator is necessary because paths
over center nodes may have different lengths, but we are
only interested in the shortest path.
5.2 Building a Distance-Aware 2–Hop Cover
The existing algorithm for index building has to be
slightlyadaptedforbuildingadistance-awarecover. Thein-
puttransitiveclosureandthe resultingcoverentries areaug-
mented with distance information, e.g., entries in Lin(x) of
a node x are now pairs (y,dist(x,y)) with dist(x,y) repre-
senting the shortest distance of x and y. The main modiﬁ-
cation is that a center node w can only cover the connection
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not reﬂect the correct distance of u and v. This additional
test is added to the construction of the center graph for w,
where we add the edge u → v only if the distance of u and
v is the same as the sum of the distances from u to w and
from w to v.
While this modiﬁcation is sufﬁcient to correctly build
the index, it renders one of our initial optimizations use-
less: Initial center graphsare no longer complete, hence our
estimation of the initial maximal density is way off, leading
to repeated reinsertionsof nodes. If we knew the number of
edges E in the initial center graph, a better estimation for
the maximal density of a subgraph would be
E
2 ·
√
E
=
√
E
2
(the maximaldensity is achievedwhen the numberof nodes
on both sides is balanced and the graph is as complete as
possible.) However, it turns out that exactly computing the
number of edges of each initial center graph is expensive:
if the center node has a ancestors and d descendants, we
have to test a · d candidate connections if they correspond
to a shortest path. Even though each of these tests requires
constant time, the huge number makes this infeasible. To
solve this, we apply a sampling algorithm that checks at
most 13,600 randomly chosen candidate edges of the cen-
ter graph for existance. From this preliminary estimation e 
for the fraction of edges that really exists, we compute the
98% conﬁdence interval [2, 21] (which has at most length
0.02 as we took 13,600 samples) and take the upper bound
of the interval as our estimation E for the fraction of edges
present in the graph. By construction, the probability that
the fraction of edges present in the center graph is larger
than E is less than 0.01, which is tolerable (especially if we
consider that E serves as input for a much coarser approx-
imation later). In our experiments, the initially estimated
maximal density never exceeded the real maximal density.
6 Incremental Index Maintenance
We are interested in dynamic XML data collectionssuch
as large intranets (e.g., large companies or universities) or
federations of Web sources (e.g., bioinformatics sources).
In such environments updates to existing documents may
lead to insertions or deletions of edges in the XML graph,
and entire documents can be added or removed. These
changes must be reﬂected in the HOPI connection index
in an incremental manner, without having to recompute the
entire index from scratch. This section discusses our incre-
mental algorithms for index maintenance: insertions, dele-
tions, and modiﬁcations of nodes and edges. Over time, the
space efﬁciency of the 2–hop cover that HOPI maintains
may degrade. Then occasional rebuilds of the index may be
considered, using the efﬁcient algorithm presented in Sec-
tion 4. Note that the algorithms presented in the following
can be applied also for distance-aware covers, even though
we restrict the discussion to connection indexing for sim-
plicity.
6.1 Insertions
Reﬂecting new nodesor edgesin the HOPI indexand es-
pecially in its associated 2–hop cover L is straightforward.
Addingan isolated nodeis trivial, as it requiresno additions
to the cover. A new edge (u,v) between two existing nodes
u andv can be insertedby the same methodthat was used to
add a link between partitions discussed in Section 3.3, i.e.,
considering v as center node for all newly created connec-
tions and add v to Lout(a) of all ancestors a of u including
u and to Lin(d) for all descendants of v.
A new document with outgoing and incoming links can
be inserted by considering the document as a new partition,
computing the 2–hop cover for this partition and applying
the (old) algorithm for merging partitions discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3.
6.2 Deletions
Deleting an isolated node requires no special means, but
deleting edges or entire documents is more complicated.
For lack of space, we discuss only how to incrementally
delete a document. A similar algorithm can be applied for
deleting a single edge from the index.
Given the element-level graph GE(X)=
(VE(X),E E(X)) for a collection X =( {d1,...,d n},L)
of XML documents and a 2-hop cover L =( Lin,L out) for
the transitive closure C(GE(X)) = (VE(X),T(GE(X)))
of GE(X), we want to remove the entire document di
from the graph and compute a 2-hop cover L  that reﬂects
the connections in the transitive closure C (GE(X)) of
GE(X) after removing di. To keep notation simple, we
omitthe parameterGE(X) ofC, C , T andT   in the future.
The key problem is to decide which connections have to be
removedfrom C in order to arriveat C , because even if the
center for a connection is in VE(di), there may be another
path between these nodes that does not contain a node from
VE(di), so that the connection must not be dropped. On
the other hand, there may be nodes that are connected only
through a path that contains nodes from VE(di) but where
the center node chosen for this connection is not from
VE(di). We now present two incremental algorithms that,
given L, generate a new 2–hop cover L  that reﬂects the
remaining connections. The ﬁrst algorithm runs faster but
can be applied only in special cases, whereas the second,
general-purpose,algorithm requires more time.
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Figure 6. Separating vs. non-separating
nodes. Document 6 separates the document-
level graph, document 5 does not.
Todecideifwe canapplytheﬁrst algorithm,weconsider
the document-level graph GD(X) and denote by Anc(di)
the ancestors of di in GD(X) and by Desc(di) its de-
scendants. We say that di separates GD(X) if for every
a ∈ Anc(di) and d ∈ Desc(di), a and d are connected
only through paths that contain di. In other words, if we
remove di from GD(X), a and d are no longer connected
(see Fig. 6 for an example). We denote by VA the elements
of documents in Anc(di) and by VD the elements of docu-
ments in Desc(di). Now we can show the following theo-
rem on which our ﬁrst algorithm builds:
Theorem 2. If di separates GD(X), we can modify the
2–hop cover L for GE(X) into a 2–hop cover L  =
(L 
in,L  
out) that covers all connections in GE(X) after re-
moving all nodes of VE(di) as follows:
for all a ∈ VA set L 
out(a): =Lout(a) \ (Vdi ∪ VD)
for all d ∈ VD set L 
in(d): =Lin(a) \ (Vdi ∪ VA)
Proof. To show that L  covers all remaining connections
after removing di from GE(X), we have to show that (1)
each connection is covered and that (2) L  does not reﬂect
nonexisting connections.
(1) Assume that there is a connection (u,v) after re-
moving di from GE(X) that is not covered by L .A s
di separates GD(X), there has been no path u →∗ v
in GE(X) that contained nodes from VE(di).R e m o v -
ing di does not create new connections and L is a 2–hop
cover for connections in GE(X);s oL covers (u,v), i.e.,
Q := Lout(u)∩Lin(v)  = ∅, and we removethe nodesin Q
when we create L 
out(u) and L 
in(v). Without loss of gen-
erality assume we remove q ∈ Q from Lout(u),s ou ∈ VA
and there has been a path u →∗ q →∗ v before removingdi
from GE(X) because of the way we choose center nodes.
Then q was either from VE(di) or from VD.B u tq cannot
be from VE(di) because we just showed that no such paths
exist, and by the same argument no nodes on the path can
be in VE(di).S o q ∈ VD, but then there is a path from a
node in an ancestor of di to a node in a descendant of di
in GD(X) after removing di, which is a contradiction to di
separating GD(X).
(2) Assume that there are nodes u,v ∈ VE(X) \ VE(di)
such that Q  := L 
out(u) ∩ L 
in(v)  = ∅,b u tu and v are
not connected in GE(X) after removal of di.A s L is a
2–hop cover for connections in GE(X) and L  is a subset
of L, u and v must have been connected in GE(X) before
removing di. Because they are no longer connected, each
path u →∗ v in GE(X) must have included at least one
node from VE(di),s ou ∈ VA and v ∈ VD. Consider an
arbitrary q ∈ Q ,t h e nq ∈ L 
out(u) ⊆ Lout(u). Then either
q ∈ VA, q ∈ VE(di),o rq ∈ VD.B u tq cannot be in VE(di)
or VD, because u ∈ VA and our algorithm deletes all such
nodes from L ,s oq ∈ VA must hold. On the other hand,
q ∈ L 
in(v) must also hold, so we can analogously show
that q ∈ VD, which is a contradiction.
Note that di separating GD(X) is sufﬁcient for our al-
gorithm to work, but not necessary. Even though there
is a connection from an ancestor a to a descendant d of
di in GD(X), the cover resulting from applying our algo-
rithmmaystill becorrect. Theseparationcriteriontherefore
serves as an efﬁcient test for whether we can simply drop
the deleted document or need to take additional measures.
When di does not separate GD(X),w eh a v et op a r -
tially reconstruct the transitive closure, as we do not know
which connections will get lost when deleting di.H o w -
ever, we know that candidate connections that may possi-
bly be lost start at nodes that are connected to a node in
VE(di). To determinewhichnodesare reachablefromthem
after removingdi, our iterative algorithm for computingthe
new transitive closure ˆ C starts with the nodes from the set
S := {u ∈ VE(X)|∃d ∈ VE(di)such that(u,v) ∈ E 
X}
as seed and computes all nodes reachable from there. As
the set of seed nodes is typically much smaller than the
set of all nodes, the partial recomputation is typically much
faster than recomputing the complete transitive closure for
GE(X).O n c ew eh a v e ˆ C, we compute the 2-hop cover ˆ L
for ˆ C. Next, we deﬁne the sets Adi ⊆ VE(X) of ancestors
of the nodes VE(di) and Ddi ⊆ VE(X) of descendants of
nodes in VE(di) as
Adi := {a|∃v ∈ VE(di) such that (a,v) ∈ T}
Ddi := {d|∃v ∈ VE(di) such that (v,d) ∈ T}
(note that VE(di) is a subset of both sets) and set L  :=
L ∪ ˆ L except for the following nodes:
for all a ∈ Adi : L
 
out(a): =ˆ Lout(a)
for all d ∈ Ddi : L 
in(d): =( Lin(d) \ Adi) ∪ ˆ Lin(d)
This step removes from L all information about connec-
tions through nodes in VE(di) and adds information about
connectionsthat were “accidentally”droppedby addingthe
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rem shows the correctness of this algorithm.
Theorem 3. The 2-hop cover resulting from applying
the above algorithm represents exactly the connections in
GE(X) after removing di.
Proof. To show that L  covers all remaining connections
after removing di from GE(X), we have to show that (1)
each connection is covered and that (2) L  does not reﬂect
non-existing connections.
(1)Assumethat(u,v) isaconnectioninGE(X)afterre-
movingdi,s ot h e r ei sap a t hu →∗ v withoutany nodefrom
VE(di).I fu  ∈ Adi, the algorithm didn’t modify Lout(u)
and the center node for the connection hadn’t been chosen
from VE(di) before, so Linv still contains the center node
and the connection is reﬂected in L  after the modiﬁcation.
If u ∈ Adi, then the newly computed transitive closure ˆ C
contains the connection and therefore the newly computed
2–hop cover ˆ L covers it. As the labels from ˆ L are added to
all nodesand ˆ L doesnotcontain anylabels fromVE(di), L 
covers this connection, too, so there cannot be a connection
uncovered by L .
(2) Assume that there are nodes u,v ∈ VE(X) \ VE(di)
such that Q  := L 
out(u) ∩ L 
in(v)  = ∅,b u tu and v are
not connected in GE(X) after removal of di. We choose
an arbitrary q ∈ Q  and show that there are paths u →∗ q
and q →∗ v in GE(X) after removing di no matter how
L 
out(u) and L in(v) have been constructed, so u and v are
connected.
First consider u.I fu ∈ Adi,t h e nL 
out(u)=ˆ Lout(u),
so u →∗ q by the way we chose the center nodes for ˆ L.
If u  ∈ Adi, then either q ∈ ˆ Lout(u) (same as before) or
q ∈ Lout(u) and there was a path u →∗ q in GE(X) before
removing di without a node from VE(di),s ou and q are
still connected after removing di.
Next consider v.I f v  ∈ Ddi, there has been a path
q →∗ v in GE(X) without any nodes from VE(di) in
GE(X) before removing di that still exists after remov-
ing di,s oq and v are still connected. If q  ∈ Ddi, either
q ∈ ˆ Lin(v) and q and v are connectedby construction of ˆ L,
or q ∈ Lin(v) but q is not an ancestor of a node in VE(di),
so the path q →∗ v that existed in GE(X) before removing
di still exists after removing di.
Putting everything together, we have shown that our as-
sumption that the update cover reﬂects a non-existing con-
nection is false.
6.3 Modiﬁcations
When an existing document is modiﬁed (e.g., restruc-
tured so that many edges are added or removed), HOPI can
simply drop the complete document and reinsert the mod-
iﬁed version using the algorithms of the previous subsec-
Coll. # docs # els # links size
DBLP 6,210 168,991 25,368 13.2MB
INEX 12,232 12,061,348 408,085 534MB
Table 1. Important features of our collections
of XML documents.
tions. Alternatively, it may be more efﬁcient to analyze the
modiﬁcations of the document, e.g. using XDiff [31] or
XYDiff[6], and perform the corresponding insertions and
deletions of edges and nodes.
7 Experimental Results
7.1 Setup
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the algo-
rithms for index building and index maintenance with two
sets of XML documents: (1) a subset of 6,210 publications
from important conferences and journals of the DBLP col-
lection[20]wherewecreateda separateXMLdocumentfor
each publication and added XLinks that correspond to cita-
tions1, and (2) the INEX collection [12, 19, 27] as an exam-
ple for a tree-structured collection without inter-document
links. Table 1 summarizes important features of the collec-
tions. Note that we do not provide experimentsabout query
performance as this was already covered in [26] and is not
in the focus of this paper.
We implemented HOPI in Java as an index for our XXL
Search Engine [29, 30, 27]. All our experiments were run
ona 64processorSun Fire-15000server with 180gigabytes
of RAM, butwe used only a limited amountof memoryand
a limited number of CPUs for our experiments. We used
an Oracle 9.2 database server running on a Windows-based
machine with two 3GHz Pentium IV CPUs, 2GB of RAM,
a n da4 - w a yR A I D - 0S C S Ih a r dd i s ka r r a y .
7.2 Index Size and Build Time
We ﬁrst investigatedthe size of indexesgeneratedby our
new algorithmsand the time to build them, compared to the
old algorithm from [26]. We give a thorough experimen-
tal analysis for the smaller DBLP dataset and discuss the
numbers for INEX at the end of this section.
The transitive closure for the subset of DBLP consists
of 344,992,370 connections. As a baseline, we computed a
two-hop cover for this set without partitioning. This cover
had1,289,930entriesandtook45 hoursand 23minutesand
1Note that in contrast to our earlier work [26], this collection contains
much more links, so the absolute numbers cannot be compared.
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in a database requires 5,159,720 integer numbers (two per
entryinthetableandanothertwointhebackwardindex,see
Section3.4)comparedto 1,379,969,480forstoringthe tran-
sitive closure together with a backward index for answer-
ing ancestor queries, yieldinga compressionfactor of about
267. Even though this is an impressive compression ratio,
time and space requirements make this algorithm infeasi-
ble. The ”real” baseline for our experiments is therefore
our old divide-and-conqueralgorithm from [26] that repre-
sented these connections with 15,976,677 entries, yielding
a compression ratio of about 21.6, and required 3 hours 10
minutes to compute it, where most of the time was spent
joining the covers.
To assess the quality of our new algorithm for joining
partition covers, we tried the combination of HOPI’s exist-
ing partitioning algorithm with different partition sizes (de-
noted as Px, meaning a size limit of x · 104 nodes) and our
newalgorithmforcoverjoining;theresultsareshowninTa-
ble 2. All runs used only a single CPU, and all runs except
P50 used less than one gigabyte of memory. The best re-
sults(P5andP10)reducedthecoversize bynearly40%and
the time by a factor of 10–15, so the new algorithm gives a
great beneﬁt. Runs with largerpartitionsizes (P20 and P50)
generate more compact partition covers, but the joining al-
gorithmadds more entries to the covers(as each link source
and target has more ancestors and descendants because the
partitions are larger). Inspired from these results, we also
tried the ”naive” partitioning where each document forms a
partition, but the results were not exactly convincing.
Next we examined the effect of our new partitioning al-
gorithm and the new edge weights from Section 4.3. It
turned out that the new partitioning algorithm in combi-
nation with edge weights set to A*D gave similar results
to the old partitioning algorithm, while the other combina-
tions were not as good. Results from four runs are also
depicted in Table 2 (denoted as Nx, meaning a size limit of
x·105 connections). As thenewalgorithmcreates partitions
with a similar size of the transitive closures, cover compu-
tation takes roughly the same amount of time for each par-
tition. Thus when distributed over n CPUs, this algorithm
can achieve a speedup close to n, whereas the time with the
old partitioner would be limited by the time to compute the
cover for the largest partition.
The new algorithm that preselects center nodes that are
targets of cross-partition links gave some decrease in cover
size, butthe effectsweremarginal(about10,000entriesless
than the standard algorithm).
For the INEX collection, the resulting cover has
33,701,084 entries and took slightly less than four hours to
compute. We were not able to compute the size of the tran-
sitive closure due to space restrictions, but less than three
index entries per node seems to be quite efﬁcient.
algorithm time size compression
baseline 11,400 15,976,677 21.6
P5 820.8s 9,980,892 34.6
P10 1,198.2s 10,002,244 34.5
P20 2,286.8s 11,646,499 29.6
P50 7,835.8s 12,033,309 28.7
single 22,778.0 12,384,432 27.9
N10 1,359.7s 9,999,052 34.5
N25 2,368.3s 10,601,986 32.5
N50 3,635.8s 10,274,871 33.6
N100 6,118.9s 12,777,218 27.0
Table 2. Index build time and size with the
baseline algorithm (top) and with the new algo-
rithm for cover joining with different partitioning
algorithms and partition size limits.
7.3 Index Maintenance
Out of the 6,210 documents in the small DBLP collec-
tion, about60% separate the collection, so we can apply the
simple deletion algorithm. Testing if a document separates
the collection takes 2 seconds on average, deleting the doc-
ument afterwards about 13 seconds.
When a documentdoesnotseparatethe collection,delet-
ing it is more expensive, dependingon the numberof its an-
cestorsand descendantsin the document-levelgraph. In our
experiments, deleting of documents with many connected
documents was actually more expensive for some docu-
ments than rebuilding the complete cover, as it included re-
computing the cover for a large fragment of the transitive
closure (up to 5% for some documents). However, we do
not yet apply our divide-and-conqueralgorithm here, so we
expect this to change in the future.
For the INEX collection, each document separates the
collection because there are no inter-document links. In
such a setting, documents can be efﬁciently deleted using
the optimized algorithm.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
The algorithms presented in this paper add important
functionalitytotheHOPIindex. Thenewstructurallyrecur-
sive algorithm for index building improves time for index
building by an order of magnitude compared to the exist-
ing algorithm of [26] while at the same time reducing index
size. Additionallytheindexcanbeaugmentedwithdistance
information, and efﬁcient updates are supported for a large
fraction of the documents.
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tasks:
• We plan to investigate more general concepts of con-
nectivity and structural similarity like those discussed
in [3].
• We will employ HOPI in the FliX framework [25]
and examine for which (sub-)collections HOPI is best
suited and when other indexes perform better, using
measures from graph theory and information theory.
• As indexingconnectionsin XML collections is not the
only application for compressing the transitive closure
of a graph, we will consider applications of this tech-
nique in other scenarios.
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